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About the Exhibition 

The 89th Annual Members Exhibition of the Print Club of Rochester showcases  

the work of 21 members along with a selection of presentation prints from the club's  

archive. The Print Club of Rochester is an organization devoted to preserving and  

exploring the fine art of printmaking. Club members, ranging from printmakers  

to collectors to enthusiasts, all share an appreciationfor the aesthetic of the medium  

and its ability to produce images in multiples.

EXHIBITION DATES:  
August 15 — September 18, 2020 



CAROL ACQUILANO

“My work is expressionistic. Compositions that are  

both dreamy and grounded, my passion lies in the  

intangible things and wondrous places that capture  

my imagination.” 

 

Carol Acquilano works with many different mediums  

in her studio, and is an avid en-plein-air painter. She  

enjoys working outdoors during the daytime and by  

moonlight. Carol has been a member of the curatorial  

team at The Memorial Art Gallery of the University  

of Rochester since 1990.



KATHERINE BACA-BIELINIS

“The urban landscape has always captured my attention.  

Elegant, old-world details have been the concentration  

of my prints. Focusing on non-toxic forms of silkscreen,  

lithography and etching, my prints experiment with finding  

the ideal synergy of these methods.” 

 

A California native, Katherine has resided in Rochester for 

many years. Since retirement (art teacher), Katherine has 

pursued her “professional” career focusing on non-toxic  

printmaking processes. A Print Club of Rochester board 

member since 2012, she currently serves as President.  

She has participated in numerous group and solo exhibitions. 

 

kcbaca.com



PAT BACON

“My prints are the work of making an idea concrete.  

The image at its best moves us beyond the obvious.  

My pieces carry the marks of the process.” 

 

Pat lives in Wayne County. 

 

www.pbacon.com



MYLES CALVERT

“Recognizable objects, such as ottomans, are combined  

with color harmonies to suggest a particular emotion based  

on individual experience. The combination of object/color 

reference a unique time period and emotional memory.  

Palette preferences shift between the biological sexes, with 

exposure to media trends and influences, and also with age.” 

 

Myles completed his MA in Printmaking, at Camberwell  

College of Art. 2019 residencies included Art Print Residence 

(Barcelona) and Proyecto’ace (Buenos Aires), as well as  

a lecture/workshop at PUCP (Pontificia Universidad Catòlica 

del Perú) in Lima. Myles is currently an Assistant Professor  

at Winthrop University, South Carolina. 

 

squirrelpigeonfish.com



CHRIS CHARLES

“Although I love traditional letterpress printing,  

experimentation is an important part of my process.  

I like to push the bounds of what these presses were  

originally used for, achieving new textures and large  

areasof color. The influence of mid-century design comes 

through in how I render subjects and compositions.” 

 

Chris Charles is a printer, designer and teacher, living in 

Rochester, NY. She started Moon Rabbit Press in 2010, 

shortly after a serendipitous introduction to letterpress 

printing. These days her work focuses on fine art linocut 

and letterpress prints, which often feature bold colors  

and a healthy sense of humor. 

 

moonrabbitpress.com



TARRANT CLEMENTS

“I start with a simple idea and let the piece grow from  

there as it works into a finished piece. This ‘giving over’ 

can be daunting. It makes you struggle. But I see it  

as exciting- knowing that my only limitations are what  

I give myself permission to do.” 

 

Tarrant Clements Rrceived an MFA from RIT in Ceramic 

Sculpture in 1968. She has worked intensively at making 

paintings, sculptures and prints for 70 years. Tarrant first 

started making prints as a small child and has worked  

in most printmaking mediums, exhibiting locally and  

nationally. Her work is included in many collections.



MADELINE CORSARO

“My work primarily consists of monotypes and monoprints. 

Using my own experience, memory and observation,  

I experiment and play with the ways I can manifest those 

thoughts into a visual work. The printmaking process,  

as a result, has become metaphorical to how time,  

environment and emotion can alter our perception.” 

 

Madeline Corsaro is an emerging artist of the Finger  

Lakes region. She received her BFA in printmaking from 

Nazareth College in 2018. While creating her own work, 

she also works for local artists at The Cheshire Union  

Gift Shop and for Rochester printmaker Laura Wilder. 

 

www.madelinecorsaro.com



LORI FOSTER

“There is design in everything…in a cloud, in a wall,  

in a chair, in the sea, in the sand, in a pot.”  

—Clara Porset, 1952 

 

“I feed off patterns and designs that time and mistakes 

create. Printmaking offers the joys in each of these.” 

 

Lori Foster is an emerging artist who likes to learn  

new printing methods, processes, and techniques  

while hoping to find the Cinderella Slipper in creating  

art. She loves photography, and really loves working  

with her hands. Printmaking bridges these two passions 

as her prints are often based on photographs.



KATHLEEN FRIEDRICH

“Recently, I’ve become intrigued with the cyanotype  

process used here and the fascinating combination  

of simplicity and complexity it offers. The basic process  

of exposing treated paper to ultra violet light and  

developing in water becomes much less straightforward  

when the many variables, including paper characteristics,  

come into play.” 

 

Since growing up in Michigan, Kathleen Friedrich  

has lived and worked as an artist, designer, technical  

illustrator and teacher in various places, including Detroit,  

New York City and Athens, Greece. Her prints have  

been exhibited in juried competitions regionally and  

internationally and can be found in several private collections.



ROBERT GROVE

“Why photogravure? Because the synthesis of  

photography and intaglio pulls me like a magnet.  

It permits the combination of timelessness and strong  

graphic narratives into worlds of hard edges, soft edges  

and lost edges. I want to take my viewers to a universe  

of shapes and shadows, weight and light.” 

 

B.A. in Art. U.S. Navy, serving as a photographer  

in the White House. Then, a lifelong career  

photographing works of art at the National Gallery  

of Art in Washington, D.C. In 2002 Robert received  

an Emmy for work in an NGA video on Johannes Vermeer.  

Intaglio work since college.



RICHARD HARVEY

“As a figurative artist, I explore the psychological and  

emotive potential of the human face and figure in a  

contemporary expressionistic style. My work diversifies 

across a broad range of two and three-dimensional  

media, including digital and mixed media collage,  

encaustic painting, digital photography and mixed  

media figurative sculpture.” 

 

R.I.T. graduate Richard Harvey is a Rochester, N.Y.  

His combined studies in graphic design and  

printmaking led him to become an early enthusiast  

for digital art-making. 

 

richardharveystudio.com



RICHARD KEGLER

“Traditional letterpress processes were cultivated over  

hundreds of years to be a vehicle for trade publishing, 

commercial advertising, and essentially all mass  

market printed matter. I have embraced the remnants  

of commercial printing trades to provide the raw ma-

terial for a new take on printmaking using vernacular 

imagery and typography.” 

 

Richard Kegler is the founder of the typographic design 

firm: P22 type foundry. Mr. Kegler’s background in book 

arts includes ventures in bookbinding and letterpress  

printing. Kegler was awarded best in show in the 2019 

Print Club of Rochester member’s exhibition. 

 

www.p22.com



TOM LIGHTFOOT

“As I experiment with a small, battery powered, engraving 

tool on polypropylene plates, I am also exploring  

various ‘blind’ beginnings. I let the tool wander over  

the plate without me looking. Once I feel the surface  

is sufficiently covered, I print it. I rework it open eyed,  

pulling out imagery.” 

 

Tom Lightfoot retired in 2016 after 28 years at RIT,  

as a faculty member in the School of Art. He previously 

taught at the University of Colorado, Columbia University 

and Central Connecticut State University. Tom has  

a BFA from UCONN, an MFA from Instituto Allende,  

MAEd and EdD from Columbia University.



THOMAS LOGAN

“My work is a translation of my experience with any  

given individual: finding the space and identity that  

coexists between us and visually recording it. Largely  

circling two specific figures, the broader scope of  

my work is commentary on contemporary relationships: 

fleetingness ever prevalent within the younger generation.” 

 

Thomas J. Logan received his BFA from Alfred University  

in Alfred, NY in 2018. He is currently working under  

Joseph Scheer for the IEA at Alfred University as the  

Research Specialist. Logan is a two-time winner of  

Speedball’s New Impressions and an internationally  

shown artist, in Beijing, China



BARBARA MCPHAIL

“My artwork reflects my interests in honoring the earth,  

environmental issues, and social justice issues.  

Sometimes I am making a statement, and other times  

I am representing a moment of natural beauty. Recently,  

I have had an interest in words and their implications,  

as a way to explore social justice.” 

 

Printmaking has been a lifelong endeavor as an artist  

and educator. Barbra McPhail began her career at  

Bob Blackburn’s Printmaking Workshop, NYC, and  

inched west until she landed in the Finger Lakes.  

Her work is in private and public collections, including  

the Library of Congress Prints and Photographs collection. 

 

www.barbaramcphail.com



CLAUDIA MEJIA-WILLETT

“My journey has evolved in working solely with  

monoprints. Styrofoam, plastic, foam, Gelli plates and  

polystyrene are my preferred plates/matrixes. There  

is a level of excitement, wanting to push the envelope  

when using unusual and unconventional materials  

for printmaking. In addition, I enjoy incorporating both  

intaglio and relief methods together.” 

 

Born in Colombia S.A. Lived in the United States for  

50 years. Educated in Rochester, New York. Bachelors  

in Special Education/Art. Dual Masters in Special  

Education/ Art Education. AFFILIATIONS: Print Club  

of Rochester, Member/Board trustee, The Mill Art Center  

& Gallery, Rochester Contemporary Art Center.



DANIEL ROTHENBERG

“My art is based on the ideas of unconscious thought.  

My art is spontaneous, this type of thought process  

applies to all parts of the process. From the construction  

of the piece, to the color it is experimental with  

a seemingly rushed process.” 

 

Daniel Rothenberg is a student at Nazareth College.  

He has been in shows in a number of places including 

California, Missouri and New Mexico. 

 

dpinkhills.wixsite.com/arttrading



NICHOLAS RUTH

"As makers, we humans are in a rush to make new things. 

The things we make are creative, impressive, absurd,  

and persistent. My work expresses my ambivalence about 

the impact of technological development on our lives as 

humans. Yes, we communicate faster and farther, but do 

we communicate better?" 

 

Nicholas Ruth is the Class of ’64 Endowed Professor  

of Art at Hobart and William Smith Colleges. Ruth  

received a BA from Pomona College, and an MFA  

in Painting from the Meadow’s School of Art, Southern 

Methodist University. His work has been included  

in over 100 exhibitions nationally and internationally. 

 

www.nicholashruth.com



ALAN SINGER

“I use a transfer film on my etching press to make  

theses unique hand pulled prints that stem from  

my use of digital programs that help visualize  

geometric conditions or situations.” 

 

Currently, Alan is a Professor in the School of Art,  

College of Art & Design at R.I.T. and has been a working 

artist for over fifty years with a specialty in painting  

and printmaking. 

 

www.singerarts.com



HEATHER SWENSON

“My work is heavily influenced by daily observations,  

particularly the incidental facets of the built world. I bring  

this catalogue of structures, shapes, and colors into my  

studio. Through a multidisciplinary practice, my work  

investigates how the relationship between recollection  

and photographic representation influences sense of place.” 

 

Heather Swenson is multidisciplinary artist working  

and living in Rochester, New York. She attended IEA’s  

Experimental Projects Residency and recently produced  

a large scale public art installation for Rochester  

Contemporary Art Center. Heather received her BFA  

in Interdisciplinary Visual Arts from Purchase College  

of Art and Design in 2012. 

 

www.heatherswenson.com



LINDA VANARTSDALEN

“Inspired by fragments of nature combined in various  

ways with paper and fiber. This printed book page  

gelatin printed with a leaf and layered with a piece  

of printed silk organza reflecting the fragility of nature  

in the world today.” 

 

Linda VanArtsdalen is a multi-media artist who explores  

art and nature. She combines fiber, photographic  

processes, printmaking with natural materials in  

her work. She finds the inspiration for her art from  

her observations of the natural world which she 

incorporates into her work.  

 

www.ladyfishfelt.com / Instagram: ladyfishfelt


